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April 3, 2024April 3, 2024
thebigword donates trees to local primary school
Global language service provider thebigword has joined forces with The Tree Appeal to bolster their local community and uphold their commitment to reducing their carbon footprint. With the threat of irreversible climate change advancing, the importance of working towards carbon neutrality is key. Many businesses around the world are making the steps towards becoming carbon…
Continue reading thebigword donates trees to local primary school
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March 28, 2024March 28, 2024
INOI selects thebigword as Preferred Global Translation Partner
thebigword, a global language solutions provider, is proud to announce a partnership with INOI. INOI is a European technology brand with an expanding business which already has millions of active customers worldwide. INOI manufactures affordable high-quality devices with exceptional design, including Smartphones, Tablets and Feature Phones. This partnership signifies a significant step forward for INOI…
Continue reading INOI selects thebigword as Preferred Global Translation Partner
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March 14, 2024March 13, 2024
thebigword Group acquires Clarion to create the UK’s largest British Sign Language company
[Leeds, UK] In a landmark move, thebigword Group, a global leader in language service solutions, has announced the acquisition of Clarion, the UK’s premier British Sign Language (BSL) service provider. This strategic acquisition positions the combined entity as the largest British Sign Language company in the United Kingdom. Clarion has over 22 years of experience…
Continue reading thebigword Group acquires Clarion to create the UK’s largest British Sign Language company
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November 2, 2023November 2, 2023
thebigword’s 11-Year Milestone: Transforming Defence Through Technological Innovation
thebigword proudly commemorates over a decade of experience in the defence industry with the continuous evolution of their language technology. The significant milestone not only highlights over a decade of unwavering commitment to the global defence sector, but also showcases remarkable technological advancements and transformative changes in how thebigword supports missions worldwide. With over a…
Continue reading thebigword’s 11-Year Milestone: Transforming Defence Through Technological Innovation
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October 2, 2023September 29, 2023
Breaking language barriers: thebigword’s AI workflows enhance translation delivery on time to 99% while significantly reducing turnaround times
thebigword is proud to announce an improvement in its on-time delivery performance and significant reduction of turnaround times. This has been made possible through a strategic fusion of human expertise and state-of-the-art AI and Machine Translation technologies.  This exciting achievement reaffirms the company’s commitment to delivering accurate and timely translations to clients worldwide, setting new…
Continue reading Breaking language barriers: thebigword’s AI workflows enhance translation delivery on time to 99% while significantly reducing turnaround times
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September 20, 2023October 10, 2023
thebigword Expands Senior Leadership Team following Significant AI-based Technology Investment and Growth
thebigword, the global leader in language solutions, is delighted to announce the expansion of its senior leadership team, bolstered by the recent growth resulting from substantial investments in AI-based interpreting and translation software. These strategic moves aim to further accelerate the company’s presence and impact across the UK and mainland Europe. Elevation of Nilesh Dorik…
Continue reading thebigword Expands Senior Leadership Team following Significant AI-based Technology Investment and Growth
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September 5, 2023September 4, 2023
thebigword celebrates improvement in customer satisfaction ratings for Translation and Transcription
thebigword, a world-leading language solutions provider, is thrilled to announce a remarkable upswing in its customer satisfaction scores for Translation. The company’s commitment to quality and excellence has resulted in a substantial increase in overall customer satisfaction in the last quarter. Following a comprehensive survey, thebigword has achieved an impressive customer satisfaction score of 4.1…
Continue reading thebigword celebrates improvement in customer satisfaction ratings for Translation and Transcription
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August 30, 2023August 30, 2023
thebigword empowers orphaned youths through free English communication program in India
Leading language solutions provider, thebigword, is supporting young adults from a Pune-based orphanage through an English communication program that aims to provide them with personal and educational growth. The orphanage, Sparsh, was founded in 2008 by Mahesh Yadav and his wife Sujata Yadav, with a mission to create awareness about AIDS following Sujata’s personal experience…
Continue reading thebigword empowers orphaned youths through free English communication program in India
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July 26, 2023July 26, 2023
Breaking language barriers: thebigword connects clients to interpreters within 22 seconds through technology platform
thebigword, a leading global language solutions provider, is proud to announce a groundbreaking achievement in its pursuit of delivering exceptional language services to clients worldwide. Leveraging their state-of-the-art AI automated Telephone Interpreting (TI) platform, thebigword has been able to connect 98% of TI platform users to a qualified interpreters within 22 seconds. Throughout history, language…
Continue reading Breaking language barriers: thebigword connects clients to interpreters within 22 seconds through technology platform
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July 26, 2023July 26, 2023
thebigword partners with Leeds based charity Zarach as one of their ‘Dream Makers’
thebigword, a leading language services provider, is incredibly proud to announce a new partnership with Leeds based charity, Zarach. Zarach are committed to helping children and families who are living in poverty crisis. They strive to ensure every child who needs it has access to a comfortable bed through their ‘Every Head a Bed’ campaign. Embracing the…
Continue reading thebigword partners with Leeds based charity Zarach as one of their ‘Dream Makers’
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July 13, 2023July 17, 2023
thebigword raises money for Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Charity through their NHS Big Tea Party!
On the 12th July, thebigword held their appropriately named Big Tea party in honour of the NHS’s 75th birthday. Our UK staff enthusiastically gathered at the Brainworks in Leeds, immersing themselves in an afternoon filled with delectable cakes, comforting cuppas, and a plethora of enjoyable activities. The event aimed to raise funds for the Calderdale…
Continue reading thebigword raises money for Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Charity through their NHS Big Tea Party!
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July 13, 2023July 13, 2023
The power of language: experiencing culture through a different lens
Due to rapid technological developments, instant access to films, TV shows and cheap flights, it has never been easier to start learning a new language. Yet for many, the globalised nature of the modern world breeds a casual attitude towards language learning, as simple machine translations can assist in stumbling through broken conversation in a…
Continue reading The power of language: experiencing culture through a different lens
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